We extend our sincere THANKS to all of the Artists & Volunteers
who make the {Re}HAPPENING possible!

Programming + Event Coordination:
Black Mountain College Museum +
Arts Center
Graphic Design: 828:design
Volunteer Coordinator: Kristen Walden
Media Czar: Michael Oppenheim

Artist Meal Coordinator: JaneAnne Tager
Food: Chai Pani, The Grubbery Food Truck,
+ The Nibble & Sip
Drink: Wedge Brewing Co., Grapevine
Distributors, Mountain Valley Spring Water,
+ Dynamite Roasting Co.
More Thanks to: Edward Leoshko +
Camp Rockmont, MAP/REVOLVE, Black
Mountain College Museum + Arts Center
Board of Directors

Dining Hall Lighting + Sound:
Champagne Event Services
Event Support: Leigh Maher +
Lake Eden Events

An Exploration of Creativity and Community

Welcome: Cynthia Homire, BMC alumna

A very special thanks to this year’s sponsors:

Program Guide & Map
rehappening.com
HARVEST

RECORDS

Sat. March 31st 2018

Camp Rockmont
The Grubbery Food Truck • The Nibble & Sip • The Mountain Valley Spring Water • Chai Pani • Dynamite Roasting Co. • Roots

in Black Mountain

EVENT INFORMATION:
Food + Drink
Wine Table (map #4)
Grapevine Distributors
Drink tickets can be purchased at the merchandise table (map #2).
Wedge Brewing Company (map #5)
Select brews from Wedge Brewing Company
Drink tickets can be purchased at the merchandise table (map #2).
Chai Pani (map #7)
Crunchy, spicy, sweet, tangy, brightly flavored Indian street snacks.
The Grubbery Food Truck (map #8)
A local food truck that takes farm fresh grub and makes street food with a spin.
The Nibble + Sip (map #9)
Refreshingly Wholesome Treats.
Dynamite Roasting Co.
Locally roasted coffee from Black Mountain, NC.

Restrooms
Restrooms are located in the Dining Hall (map #19) and in the Shower House next to North Lodge (beside map #10).

Lost + Found
Lost + Found is located at the drink ticket + merchandise table (map #3)

First Aid + Security
Security personnel will be available throughout the event. For help, please come to the main ticketing tent (map #1)
or the merchandise table (map #3). *All packages are subject to search. Weapons of any kind are not permitted.

POLICIES:
Smoking

Restricted Access

Smoking is discouraged, and is strictly prohibited inside
buildings. If you must smoke, please be courteous and
discard your butts in the designated sand buckets.

Please stay in the designated event area. The docks are
off limits during this event.

Dogs

Please note wifi is not available and cell reception can
be limited.

Service dogs only. Service dogs must be on a short
leash. Guests may be asked to leave if they don’t have
proper control of their pet and its behavior.
Unauthorized Performance + Solicitation
Buskers and/or entertainers who are not contracted with
the event are not permitted, and unauthorized solicitation
or distribution of fliers is not allowed.

Connectivity

Shuttle Schedule
The Dymaxion shuttle will be running from Camp
Rockmont to downtown Asheville at 7, 9 + 10. Tickets
are $5 and may be purchased at the main ticketing
tent (#1 on the map). Shuttle pick-up is located at the
loop between the main ticketing tent and the parking
area. The shuttle drop-off is at the Asheville Chamber of
Commerce, lower lot, 36 Montford Ave.

2018 {Re}HAPPENING Schedule
About Black Mountain College
Founded in 1933, Black Mountain College was one of the leading experimental liberal art schools
in America until its closure in 1957. After the Bauhaus in Germany closed due to mounting
antagonism from the Nazi Party, Josef and Anni Albers readily accepted an offer to join the Black
Mountain College faculty. During their 16-year tenure in North Carolina, the Alberses helped
model the college’s interdisciplinary curriculum on that of the Bauhaus, attracting an unmatched
roster of teachers and students including R. Buckminster Fuller, Elaine and Willem de Kooning,
John Cage, Merce Cunningham, Robert Rauschenberg, and M.C. Richards.

About {Re}HAPPENING
In 2009, Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center board member Jolene Mechanic
developed a fundraising idea that grew into the {Re}HAPPENING, a dinner and performance
event inspired by John Cage’s 1952 Theatre Piece No. 1, considered by many to be the first
Happening. For the first six years, the Media Arts Project (MAP), a vital, artist-run non-profit in
Asheville, collaborated to organize and produce the event with BMCM+AC.

ONGOING INSTALLATIONS
JOHN CAGE ROOM – PRESENTED BY THE MEDIA ARTS
PROJECT + REVOLVE / MAKE NOISE

Participating Artists: Frank Meadows, Elisa Faires, Thom Staton, Daniel
Levin, Marcyanne Hannemann, Meg Mulhearn, Michael Libramento,
Constance Humphries, Cilla Vee, Bernard Welt, and Jack Callahan
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE LOBBY (MAP #10)
Ongoing) - The Media Arts Project + Revolve, in conjunction with
BMCM+AC, present a reactive multimedia installation scored by multiple
movements that feature live coding, sound, performance and visuals.
The space will be a hub for chance encounters, prompted actions, and
a variety of trans-disciplined activities. Organized and conceived by a
curatorial collaboration between Victoria Bradbury, Carmelo Pampillonio,
Alec Sturgis, Colby Caldwell, and Walker Farrell.

SKIPPING ROCKS

The {Re}HAPPENING is a one-day event at the historic campus of Black Mountain College,
15 minutes from Asheville. It is part art event, part fundraiser, and part community instigator,
providing a platform for contemporary artists to share their responses to the vital legacy of Black
Mountain College by activating the buildings and grounds of the BMC campus with installations,
new media, music, and performance projects.

Participating Artists: Dirk Adams
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE PORCH (MAP #10)
(Ongoing) - Skipping Rocks is a four-person, headphone-based sound
game. Four participants per cycle (7 minutes) wear headphones that
provide instructions for movement and narrative elements within an
immersive ambient audio environment. The instructions choreograph
the movement of the group.

About Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center

THE WING PROJECT

The {Re}HAPPENING supports and raises awareness for Black Mountain College Museum +
Arts Center, a local 501(c)(3) non-profit museum in downtown Asheville. BMCM+AC was founded
in 1993 by arts advocate Mary Holden to celebrate the history of Black Mountain College as a
forerunner in progressive interdisciplinary education and to celebrate its extraordinary impact on
modern and contemporary art, dance, theater, music, and performance.
The Museum is committed to educating the public about the history of Black Mountain College
and promoting awareness of its extensive legacy through exhibitions, publications, lectures,
films, performances, seminars, and oral histories. Through our permanent collection, special
exhibitions, publications, and research archive, we provide access to historical materials related to
the College and its influence on the field.
BMCM+AC provides a forum for multifaceted programming in a dynamic environment in
downtown Asheville, North Carolina. Our goal is to provide a gathering point for people from a
variety of backgrounds to interact – integrating art, ideas, and discourse.

Participating Artists: Amy M. Anderson
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE DOWNSTAIRS RIGHT (MAP #10)
(Ongoing) - If humans had wings, what would they look like? Come make
wings with us! Gather your own materials or use materials provided!
Selfie station included.

CLICK BAIT

Participating Artists: Madalyn Wofford, Kaylee Dunn, Byron Browne,
Ethan Gibbs, Michah Parsons, Chris O’Leary, Michael Iauch, and
Adam McDaniels
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE – UPSTAIRS LEFT (MAP #10)
(Ongoing) - an interactive landscape that explores the ways in which we
find ourselves lured by our human desire and impulse. “Click Bait” will
emulate the space inside the neon wilderness of a fish tank.

TERRA FORMS: EQUINOCTAL HOURS

Participating Artists: Crista Cammaroto, Jason Michel, Keith Bryant,
Jennifer Fadel
LOCATION: BEACH (MAP #15)
(Ongoing with performances on the hour) - A ritualistic earthwork, live feed
sound collage and performance marking time and the necessity for an
awakened simplified focus.

PERFORMING THE ARCHIVE, TIME IS NO OBJECT: JEAN
VARDA’S TROJAN HORSE

Participating Artists: Jacob Brault, Julie Levin Caro, Nora Godfrey,
Anna Helgeson, Red Herring, Declan King, Jack Konyk, Gabrielle Petersen,
Eve Metzger, and Celeste Winebarger
LOCATION: GREEN LAWN (MAP #12)
(Ongoing with moments of activation at 4pm and 8pm) - An installation
and performance inspired by Jean Varda’s Trojan horse and the infamous
Greek party held at Black Mountain College during the Summer Art
Institute of 1946.

ORACLE

Participating Artists: Wild Child Productions (Mike Weix, Wendell Kling,
Leslie Samuels)
LOCATION: SOUTH MEADOW (MAP #21)
(Ongoing) - Have a question? Ask The Oracle. The “Oracle” is a
continuously intermittent multi-media installation artist interface
opportunity for obtaining secret knowledge. Passersby are invited to
participate by picking up the phone and asking a question of the Oracle.

MIXED MATRIX MESSAGING – A PRINTMAKING
COLLABORATION

Participating Artists: Matt Liddle, Lauren Medford, Sara Method w/
Students from Western Carolina University
LOCATION: FIELD BELOW GYM (MAP #13)
(Ongoing) - Multiple artists will contribute images to be combined as printing
elements during the Re-happening. Images will be generated in advance of the
event and will include words and pictures to be combined in an improvisational
way. Artists will be making prints on site- and assisting audience members to
do the same.

CHILDREN’S LEAF COLLAGES + POTATO AND
APPLE PRINTS

Participating Artist: Caroline McAlister
LOCATION: DINING HALL DECK (MAP #6)
(Ongoing) – In honor of Ruth Asawa, who made collages and prints under
the tutelage of Josef Albers and devoted much of her life to children and
the arts. This interactive table will have art materials for children to make
beautiful leaf collages, potato prints and apple prints.

SHADOW RISE / SHADOW FALL

Participating Artist: Amelia Pate
LOCATION: FIELD BELOW GYM (MAP #13)
(Ongoing) - Shadow Rise/Shadow Fall was created as a playful
experiment of the interaction between light and fabric. The canopy, created
from natural dyes, is brought to life with sunlight by day and LEDs by night.

HUNTING DRUMS

Participating Artist: John Pugh
LOCATION: FIELD BELOW GYM (MAP #13)
(Ongoing) - Pieces of a drum set are disassembled and placed in
the branches of a tree. Participants fire mallet-headed arrows at the
drums and percussion from various spots around the tree creating an
improvisatory rhythmic and tonal composition based on luck, technique
and the interface between human technology and Nature.

3:30pm, 6:30pm, 8:30pm

6:15pm

8:15pm

Participating Artists: Ash Eliza Smith + Mike Calway-Fagen
LOCATION: SOUTH MEADOW (MAP #21)
(Ongoing) - a live art game that incorporates chance, play and error
as part of the experimentation—and fun—to be had. This interactive
game, activates multiple locations—and invites you to participate in an
experience, a place and a performing archive of Black Mountain College,
North Carolina.

fireWALL

BIRDS OF PASSAGE: STOCKHAUSEN’S INTUITIVE MUSIC

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN LANDSCAPES

~1652 HZ

3:30pm

YOU MUST GO HOME AGAIN

Participating Artists: Abby Wendle, Meg Roosevelt, Becky Nissel
LOCATION: ISLAND (MAP #18)
(Ongoing) – you are invited to a “howling temple” to reflect on a particular
grievance – an emotional bruise – until out roars a howl, a whimper, an
individual vibration. Participants will be given privacy, but their vocalizations
will be audio recorded.

AUDIO DIORAMA 04, 05 + 06

Participating Artists: Mystery Meat - Kristy Compton, Karina Caporino,
Bill Reilly, M. B. Shaffner, Kadelynn Ballard
LOCATION: ROUND HOUSE (MAP #20)
(Ongoing) - Audio Diorama 04, 05, and 06 are womb like and sound
insulated listening rooms built to contain the head of a single participant.
Each offers an auditory and visual experience distinct from the world
outside.

ZENOTOPIA-MOOG

Participating Artist: Chas Llewellyn
LOCATION: THEATRE (MAP #23)
(Ongoing) - An interactive video/sound installation, over six years in
development. Participants are invited to play multiple electric instruments
collectively driving a multilayered non-linear junkyard part stop-motion
animation.

CORE

Participating Artists: Lei Han, Wayne Kirby, Roy (Future Man) Wooten
LOCATION: GYM (MAP #11)
(Ongoing) - CORE will contain a 5 minutes and 35 seconds multi-channel
audio/visual installation on loop, as well as, a live audio/visual performance.
This abstract audio/visual experience plays out of a tension between form
and the formless, aims to make connections between the seen and unseen
forces at play in nature.

SCHEDULED EVENTS
3:15pm

CYANOTYPE

Participating Artists: Dan Ruccia, viola; David Menestres, bass;
Michael Thomas Jackson, clarinet; Laurent Estoppey, saxophones
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(40 minutes) - Led by violist and composer Dan Ruccia, Cyanotype is
an ever-shifting collective of North Carolina-based improvisers who
build complicated structures, melodies, and textures out of whatever
personalities happen to be gathered. Their music is completely improvised,
built around the spirit of collective conversation and exploration.

Participating Artists: Shari Azar, Kathy Leiner, Mikhale Sherrill
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE – UPSTAIRS RIGHT (MAP #10)
(60 minutes) – A multi-media performance created collaboratively by
dancers and the audience. This movement piece uses choice and chance
to explore barriers, vulnerability, and to question how our exposure or
anonymity affects our actions.

RITUALS FOR VISUAL LISTENING I. WATER

Participating Artists: Rhona Eve Clews + The Asheville Darkroom
LOCATION: BOAT HOUSE (MAP #17)
(60 minutes) - Watch artist Rhona Eve Clews as she engages in a physical,
creative dialogue with the elements making photographs with the waters
of Lake Eden. Take part and experience photography as an expanded field
of drawing, painting, chance, gesture and touch alongside vision.

Participating Artists: Zach Aliotta, Jil Christensen, Crowmeat Bob,
Steve Robinson
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(30 minutes) - An exploration of Karlheinz Stockhausen’s scores
for intuitive music– visceral revelations and communion through
improvisation, in his words, “everything completely direct, from
concrete experience.”

8:00pm
6:15pm

JOHN CAGE ROOM

Participating Artist: Jack Callahan
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE LOBBY (MAP #10)
(1hr 5min) - Performing Morton Feldman’s “For Bunita Marcus” on a
Rhodes + “106 Kerri Chandler Chords” (5min)
6:30pm

4:15pm

SLEEPING ON ROOFTOPS

Participating Artists: Alli Marshall, Sharon Cooper, Coco Palmer Dolce,
Melissa Hyman
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(30 minutes) - a collaborative work of spoken word, dance and experimental
cello music, follows the model of the hero’s journey, as explained by
mythologist Joseph Campbell. Inspired by the collaborations of BMC artists
M.C. Richards, Merce Cunningham and John Cage, and their collective foray
into the source of creativity.

RAVEL (NOT A PROBLEM)

Participating Artists: Marisa Adesman + Anna McNeary
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE DOWNSTAIRS RIGHT (MAP #10)
(180 minutes) - through physical expressions of labor, vulnerability, and
comfort, Adesman + McNeary examine ideas of imbalance and reciprocity,
the differences and co
7pm

VAN GROTE EN KLEINE VOGELS – JACOB TER VELDHUIS

JOHN CAGE ROOM

Participating Artist: Bernard Welt
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE LOBBY (MAP #10)
(15 minutes) - Spoken word - “Gay Cage” poem

Participating Artists: Maggie Finnegan + Rufino Jiminez
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(25 minutes) - Soprano Maggie Finnegan performs the US Premiere
of Dutch composer Jacob Ter Veldhuis’ piece for coloratura soprano
and soundtrack entitled Van Grote en Kleine Vogels (Of large and small
birds). Visual artist Rufino Jimenez will create a live drawing during the
performance.

4:30pm, 7:30pm, 8:30pm

7:45pm

SILHOUETTE SILHOUETTE SILVIA

PLANET X

4:30pm

Participating Artist: Silvia Sheffield
LOCATION: QUIET HOUSE (MAP #22)
(~10 minutes) - Layers of projection blur the physical and digital as Silviapresent dances an improvised duet with Silvia-past. She moves through/
behind/inside while investigating how to incorporate chance and surprise
when performing with yourself.
5pm

ROOMFUL OF TEETH

Participating Artists: Eric Dudley, Esteli Gomez, Cameron Beauchamp,
Dashon Burton, Caroline Shaw, Martha Cluver, Virginia Warnken Kelsey,
and Thann Scoggin
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(60 minutes) - Through study with masters from vocal traditions the
world over, this eight-voice ensemble continually expands its vocabulary
of singing techniques and, through an ongoing commissioning process,
forges a new repertoire without borders.

Participating Artists: Adam Larsen and DJ Kutzu
LOCATION: ARCHERY RANGE (MAP #2)
In 1939 John Cage composed Imaginary Landscape No. 1 for two
variable-speed phono turntables, frequency recordings, muted piano, and
cymbal. Ten years later Cage wrote In a Landscape for piano or harp in
Black Mountain. This decade between birthed the color field movement.

Participating Artists: Peculiar Works Project (Ralph Lewis, Sean Dail,
Kirstin Leigh Daniel, Travis V. Lowe, Josephine Thomas, S.M. Dale,
Barbara Yoshida, Lynn Neuman, and Kate Griffith)
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(45 minutes) – Inspired by the de-planetization of our solar system’s 9th
planet in 2006, Planet X questions everything we think we know to be
incontrovertible. This scripted physical theater piece draws on appropriated
text and engages multiple artistic disciplines, including dance, music,
video, poetry, magic, astrology, and circus techniques.

CORE

Participating Artists: Lei Han, Wayne Kirby, Roy (Future Man) Wooten
LOCATION: GYM (MAP #11)
Description: (60 minutes) - This abstract audio/visual experience plays out
of a tension between form and the formless, aims to make connections
between the seen and unseen forces at play in nature, a live audio/visual
performance will accompany a 5 minute and 35 second multi-channel
audio/visual installation on loop.
8:30pm

RITUALS FOR VISUAL LISTENING II. NIGHT

Participating Artists: Rhona Eve Clews + The Asheville Darkroom
LOCATION: FIREPIT (MAP #16)
(45 minutes) - Follow a photographic night procession as Rhona and
members of The Asheville Darkroom use flashlight, fire and the tools of
early photography to illuminate the aura of site. Bathe in the red glow as
images arise from the developing tray and night transforms into darkroom.
8:30pm

VAN GROTE EN KLEINE VOGELS – JACOB TER VELDHUIS

Participating Artists: Maggie Finnegan
LOCATION: DOCK (MAP #14)
(25 minutes) - Soprano Maggie Finnegan performs the US Premiere of
Dutch composer Jacob Ter Veldhuis’ piece for coloratura soprano and
soundtrack entitled Van Grote en Kleine Vogels (Of large and small birds).
8:45pm

POLYORCHARD

Participating Artists: Dan Ruccia, viola; David Menestres, bass;
Michael Thomas Jackson, clarinet; Laurent Estoppey, saxophones
LOCATION: DINING HALL (MAP #19)
(60 minutes) - The world premieres of 4 new works written by the
members of Polyorchard specifically with the memory of Black Mountain
College in mind, connected by short interludes using some of Jackson
Mac Low’s Gathas.
9:00pm

JOHN CAGE ROOM

Participating Artist: Frank Meadows – Acoustic/Electric Upright Bass
w/ Pickup
LOCATION: NORTH LODGE LOBBY (MAP #10)
(17mins) - Performing - “Tribute to James Tenney” by Alvin Lucier

